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‘The terrace is the size of 
a smallish theatre and the 
height of the umbrella pines’
Stephanie Rafanelli checks in at Villa Igiea in Palermo

Escape to France this summer
Take a wine cruise 
through Bordeaux, 
retreat to a villa in 
Provence or explore 
the Loire by bike.
By Andrew Eames 

1 Wellness in the Alps
A pioneer of all-inclusive sports 
resorts, Club Med started out in 
seaside locations but now has a 
portfolio of Alpine bases, including 
its new wellness hotel in La Rosière, 
1,950m up in the Vanoise National 
Park. The views and sunsets here are 
exceptional, but if that’s not enough 
to keep you occupied, there are hiking 
trails, a yoga studio and swimming 
pools. La Rosière, a ski resort in 
winter, borders Italy and as such, food 
in the hotel includes specialities from 
both countries. 
Details Seven nights’ all-inclusive 
from £1,842pp, including flights 
(clubmed.co.uk)

2 Limousin treehouse
The French have long made an 
art form out of sleeping in 
treehouses. Mercifully things 
have moved on from the early 
scary platforms accessed via 
rope ladders, and the Sommet 
de Memanat — in the grounds 
of the Château de Memanat in 
the heart of the Massif Central 
— even has a four-poster bed 
and a sunken hot tub on the 
deck. The château’s estate has 
secret gardens and miles of 
peaceful, rambling woodlands; you 
can borrow bikes to explore or hang 
out with horses, donkeys and goats. 
Details Three nights’ self-catering for 

a family of four from £603 
(canopyandstars.co.uk). Fly to Limoges

3 Cycling in Provence
Lavender-scented days in the
saddle, evening meals on the
terrace and wine-assisted
slumbers beneath starry skies.
You can expect all of these on
this trip, which has its first 
stop in St Rémy de Provence 
— where Van Gogh created

many of his best-known 
paintings — before heading off 

to Roman Arles for its saltwater
lagoons and wild grey horses of the

Camargue. En route there’ll be pretty 
towns to explore, lunches bursting W 

A room at the Club Med (1)
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cuisine, wines, architecture and language 
are unique. Strasbourg is the highlight, 
its cobbled old town lined with timber 
houses and dominated by the gothic 
Notre-Dame cathedral. Many of the 
towns in this region are connected by 
waterways, making it great to explore 
aboard a cruise. The luxury hotel barge 
Panache is the way to do it in style. 
Details Six nights’ all-inclusive cruise 

10 Sail through Alsace
The historic Alsace-Lorraine region 
— now called Alsace-Moselle — was 
at the crossroads of Europe, a much-
prized land of storybook castles and 
rolling vineyards that swapped hands 
between France and Germany over the 
years. Now it’s a fascinating blend of 
both cultures, meaning its customs, 

7 Seven Valleys gîte
You don’t need to venture far to 
immerse yourself in rural France. The 
landscape south and west of the town 
of St Omer rises and falls in waves of 
maize and corn, interspersed with 
woodlands and sleepy cattle farms. 
This is the Sept Vallées, bordered to 
the west by the Côte d’Opale, and it’s 
an ideal place to sample the local 
markets and set out along tracks and 
trails through ancient trees. Stay in the 
converted barn Festina Lente Petit Gîte, 
alongside an English-owned farmhouse 
in the hamlet of St Denoeux. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
for four from £445 
(frenchconnections.co.uk). 
Take the ferry to Calais

8 Nature near Paris
City breaks are back and active
families with a taste for the bright 
lights will appreciate this holiday 
park perfectly positioned for Paris 
(20 miles) and for Disneyland Paris 
(4 miles). Villages Nature Paris is like 
a French Center Parcs, but with a 
strong emphasis on sustainability. 
Wildflowers dot the meadows, beehives 
produce honey, buildings are shrouded 
in vertical gardens and many of the 
100 activities offered on site are in the 
great outdoors. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
for a family of four from £1,029 
(lesvillagesnature.com). 
Take the ferry to Calais

9 Walk the Dordogne
The languid Dordogne, flanked by 
towns of turreted mansions and half-
timbered houses, has long fascinated 
British visitors. Its banks are ripe for 
foodies, with markets rich in 
strawberries and Rocamadour cheese 
— ideal ingredients for riverside picnics 
while watching canoeists wending their 
way downstream. It’s excellent walking 
country; on this trip you’ll start in 
Beaulieu and head south along riverside 
cliffs through woodland and farmland, 
ticking off idyllic villages such as 
Autoire and Loubressac, and staying 
in charming B&Bs en route. 
Details Seven nights’ half-board from 
£1,095pp, including ferry crossings and 
luggage transfers (inntravel.co.uk)

W with Mediterranean flavours and 
plenty of olive trees to relax beneath. 
Details Seven nights’ B&B from 
£2,695pp, including flights, bike hire and 
three dinners (cycling-for-softies.co.uk)

4 Quirky Somme cabin
There are options for families looking 
to squeeze in a quick trip to France 
before the start of term. The waterside 
Domaine du Lieu Dieu, on the border 
between Normandy and Picardy, is a 
quirky collection of floating wooden 
cabins on the River Bresle, some with 
hot tubs on their decks. Wake up to 
the sound of birdsong and a whole 
host of on-site activities, including 
wild swimming, horse riding and 
paddleboarding. Near by are the wide-
open beaches of the Somme, with seal- 
watching and sand-yachting aplenty. 
Details Three nights’ self-catering 
for four from £790 (lieudieu.com). 
Take the ferry to Calais

5 Seafront Nice
We British know how to promenade 
— we’ve been strolling along the 
seafront in Nice since the 19th century, 
past fruit-laden orange trees and belle 
époque villas. Now you can stay at Le 
Méridien, right on the seafront, and 
enjoy the beach before heading for 
Old Nice, the revitalised quarter 
around the flower market in Cours 
Saleya, with its stalls selling fragrant 
herbs from local farms. 
Details Two nights’ B&B from £294pp, 
including flights (britishairways.com)

6 Bordeaux wine cruise
It’s approaching the grape harvest, 
and the famous wine estates along 
the banks of the Garonne are abuzz. 
This is a world of beautifully preserved 
châteaux, surrounded by rolling 
vineyards strung like green harps, 
where the talk is all about the terroir 
and the mystique of the grand cru. 
There’s no better way to dip in and out 
of it than by luxury river cruise, taking 
in the big names such as Médoc and 
St Émilion, with side trips to medieval 
villages and a classical concert — 
and even explorations by e-bikes. 
Details Seven nights’ all-inclusive from 
£2,595pp, including flights, departing on 
August 29 or September 5 (scenic.co.uk)

The Thiou in Annecy (18)
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selecting the most delectable of the 
half-timbered wine taverns. Thankfully, 
you have a journey between each to 
sleep off the hangover. 
Details Eight nights’ B&B from £949pp, 
including rail travel (tailormaderail.com)

17 Vosges canal trip
The Marne-Rhine Canal, a man-made 
waterway that winds across the Vosges 
mountains from Nancy to Strasbourg, 
is home to two fascinating pieces of 
technology: the St Louis-Arzviller 
inclined plane — a monster of 
engineering that hauls 850 tonnes of 
boats up 45m — and electric-powered 
cabin cruisers. On the latter you can 
head out in almost complete silence 
from the handsome town of Saverne, 
through a canyon of cowslips and 
harebells, listening to nothing but the 
gurgle of water beneath the bow. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering for 
four from £3,155, including ferry 
crossings (frenchleaveholidays.com)

18 Lakeside lounging 
The spring-fed waters of Lake Annecy, 
in the foothills of the Alps, are 
supposedly the cleanest in western 
Europe — and by the end of summer 
they’re at their warmest. At its north 
end sits the medieval town of Annecy, 
with its flower-decked bridges and 
canals, while the southern shore has 
a dozen excellent beaches dotted with 
waterside hotels and restaurants. The 
lake’s shores have all the elegance of 
those found in Italy and Switzerland, 
but with lower prices and fewer 
crowds. Stay at the whitewashed Hotel 
Pavillon des Fleurs, with a restaurant 
and terrace overlooking the water.
Details Seven nights’ full board 
from £849pp, including flights 
(inghams.co.uk)

19 Camp beside the Med
Few places are quite so glamorous 
as the south of France, and at the 
Mediterranean’s western end, where 
the Roussillon coast draws near to 
Spain, there’s a distinct Catalan 
flavour to the bars and restaurants. 
The campsite of La Chapelle at 
Argelès sur Mer, just short of the 
border, has seven pools across its 
tree-cloaked site, plus an enormous 
beach a short walk away. Add in a 
wide range of sports facilities and 
a busy resort close by, and there’s 
no danger of anyone getting bored. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
in a mobile home for six from £864 
(alfresco-holidays.com). Fly to Perpignan

20 Narrowboat break
The Canal du Midi runs along the 
instep of France, connecting the 
Atlantic with the Mediterranean. 
Its aqueducts and staircases of oval-
shaped locks have earned it Unesco 
world heritage status, and for much 
of its length it meanders from town 
to town through cathedral-like naves 
of plane trees. You will find 
all kinds of nationalities holidaying 
here on rental boats, which makes 
navigating the locks particularly 
entertaining. And when the lock-keepers 
have their long lunch breaks (this is 
France, remember) you can just throw 
a rope around a tree, prepare a little light 
salad and uncork a rosé. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
on a boat for six from £1,289 
(leboat.co.uk). Fly to Toulouse

Details 16 nights’ B&B from 
£3,592pp, including seven 

dinners (insightvacations.com). 
Take the Eurostar to Paris

15 Brittany by bike
Cycling and camping is 
perfect for a family looking 
for a gentle adventure at a
reasonable price. English-
owned Breton Bikes — 
based in the small town 

of Gouarec — provides the
wheels, the tents and an 

itinerary through woodland 
and along canal towpaths. Brittany

provides the Nantes-Brest canal, 
the megalithic standing stones of 
Carnac, the Rose-Granite coast, plus 
the towering châteaux of Pontivy 
and Josselin. Carrying your own gear 
gives you the freedom to adjust your 
route as you go, thanks in part to 
plentiful campsites. 
Details Seven nights’ 
self-catering for a family of 
four from £870, including all equipment 
(bretonbikes.com). 
Take the ferry to St Malo

16 Tipples on the train
If you’re going to visit the wine regions 
of Champagne, Burgundy and Alsace, 
you shouldn’t be driving — and there’s 
really no need in a country with 
excellent trains. In medieval Rheims 
it’s all about visiting champagne houses 
such as Moët and Taittinger, while in 
rural Burgundy there are many wine-
tasting tours to choose from. And in 
Strasbourg the challenge will be 

from £3,591pp, departing on August 22 
and 29 (europeanwaterways.com). 
Fly to Strasbourg

11 Côte Fleurie camping
Northern France’s Côte Fleurie stretches 
from picturesque Honfleur — much 
painted by the impressionists — via 
fashionable towns such as Deauville 
and Trouville to Ouistreham, where the 
ferry from Portsmouth docks. Beyond 
Ouistreham lie the Normandy beaches, 
where stories of Second World War 
heroics will bring the history curriculum 
vibrantly to life. It is the ideal spot for a 
week of family camping; the 110,000 sq 
m site at La Vallée, with its huge aquatic 
centre and tree adventure park, is a 
short walk from Houlgate beach. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
in a mobile home for four from 
£1,585, including ferry crossings 
(brittany-ferries.co.uk)

12 A villa in Provence
Remember Peter Mayle? The British 
businessman wrote hugely entertaining 
memoirs about his second life in 
Provence, and it’s easy to see where he 
got much of his inspiration. Les Ramiers, 
in the foothills of Mont Ventoux, is a 
place of vertiginous forested hills, 
speckled with quaint villages of stone 
houses, narrow cobbled streets — and 
the occasional 12th-century château. 
There are several good restaurants 
locally, but you’ll probably spend most 
of your time in your villa, on the 
terrace beside the pool with a glass of 
wine, trying to come up with a killer 
opening paragraph. 

Details Seven nights’ self-catering for 
eight from £1,956 (vintagetravel.co.uk). 
Fly to Marseilles

13 Cruise the Seine
Many of the world’s greatest 
cities have riverine settings, but 
not many of those rivers are 
worth following to the sea. 
Not so with the Seine, which 
departs Paris to uncoil itself 
through Normandy’s 
countryside, heading for the 
medieval capital of Rouen, a 
city with an astoundingly intact 
historic quarter. On this river cruise 
with Uniworld, essential stops en 
route include Monet’s beloved home 
in Giverny and the pretty estuary port 
of Honfleur. Beyond Honfleur lie the 
Normandy beaches and scene of the
D-Day landings. 
Details Seven nights’ all-inclusive from 
£1,799pp (uniworld.com). 
Take the Eurostar to Paris

14 Coach to the south
This guided coach-based tour travels 
from Paris to the Riviera — and back. 
Along the way you will see the best
of the country, from Paris’s Champs 
Élysées to the Formula One 
grand prix circuit in Monaco. In 
Avignon you can play pétanque, 
then celebrate your new-found skills 
with a fine aperitif. In Carcassonne, 
a fortified city with ramparts and a 
medieval keep, you can cheer on the 
jousting. And in the Dordogne’s 
Sarlat La Canéda you will enjoy 
a wine-paired farm-to-table feast. 

A room at Le Méridien in Nice (5)

An aerial view of Paris (14)

An overwater cabin
in the Somme (4)

More trips next page

The rules
To enter France, all arrivals 
must complete a form 
(interieur.gouv.fr). You 
must also show proof of 
vaccination using the NHS 
app or letter. Children 
aged 12 and over 
travelling with a fully 
vaccinated adult must 
present a negative test 
result (PCR or antigen) no 
more than 24 hours old. 
Children 11 or under 
travel freely with adults. 
Unvaccinated adults 
can only enter for 
essential reasons 
(gouvernement.fr)
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farms and the vineyards of the Côtes 
du Rhône. 
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
for two from £1,210 (sawdays.co.uk). 
Fly to Montpellier

22 Relaxation in the Var
We could all do with a bit of a treat, and 
where better than a resort in the Var, set 
in a spectacular slice of Provence. Terre 
Blanche Hotel Spa Golf Resort has two 
restaurants, two golf courses and a spa, 
plus a kids’ club, tennis courts and a 
range of sporting, artistic and musical 
activities, so there’s no incentive to leave. 

21 Rural gîtes
Three apartment gîtes (not suitable for 
children) gather round a shared pool at 
this beautifully restored farm in rural 
Languedoc-Roussillon. The 500-year-
old Mas de la Bousquette is set in eight 
acres of gardens, within easy reach of 
the wonderful cities of Avignon, Nîmes 
and Uzès, and the magnificent Cévennes 
and Ardèche mountains. Nearby Lussan 
is one of France’s prettiest villages, with 
plenty of restaurants. This, after all, is an 
area in which you’ll eat well, from 
Uzès’s famed twice-weekly market, to 
truffle fairs, olive oil mills, goat’s cheese 

island town at the mercy of tides once 
described by the author Victor Hugo 
as moving at the speed of galloping 
horses. Follow the cider route through 
misty orchards before pausing in 
Beuvron en Auge, which is often lauded 
as France’s prettiest village with its half-
timbered houses and cobbled streets. 
Make your base the five-star Château 
la Chenevière on the Normandy coast 
between Omaha beach and the 
tapestried town of Bayeux. 
Details Six nights’ B&B from 
£2,779pp, including Eurostar to Paris 
and hire car (abercrombiekent.co.uk)

28 Vineyards by camper
So you’ve picked up your camper van 
just northwest of Paris, and now 
where? Not far, we suggest. Head 
southeast to the town of Troyes and its 
hinterland, the Côte des Bar. This is 
champagne country, but not of big-
name producers and industrial-sized 
vineyards. Instead, it is a pretty, 
dimpled land threaded by rivers, with 
small vintners who sell fizz from the 
cellar door. And it is stacked with pretty 
villages, particularly Les Riceys and 
Essoyes, Renoir’s summer home. 
Details Six nights’ self-catering in 
a camper van for four from £604 
(indiecampers.com). Fly to Paris

29 Cognac country
The somewhat fusty image of Cognac 
changed significantly when the rapper 
Jay-Z invested in one of its traditional 
houses, and even more so when the 
owner of Soho Farmhouse in 
Oxfordshire did the same for the 
19th-century Hôtel Chais Monnet on 
the banks of the Charente River. Today 
the latter is a majestic five-star getaway 
where the bar stocks 220 limited-edition 
cognacs and the restaurant has just 
won its first Michelin star. Self-drive 
Citroën 2CVs are available to guests for 
exploring the vineyards. 
Details Three nights’ B&B from 
£1,149pp, including flights and 
one dinner (kirkerholidays.com)

30 Smart Loire camping
France’s mega-campsites are not to 
everyone’s taste, but luckily there 
are other options. Les Castels’ 
independently owned sites have an 
emphasis on authenticity, and Le Petit 
Trianon, near the Loire Valley, stands 
in the grounds of a modest estate in the 

If you do, the Côte d’Azur, St Tropez 
and Antibes await, as well as the 
historic market towns and villages that 
surround the resort, such as Tourettes 
and Fayence. 
Details Seven nights’ B&B from 
£3,800pp, including flights 
(scottdunn.com)

23 Camp near St Malo 
This is the simplest of trips. Just a hop 
and a skip from the charming walled 
port of St Malo, the Domaine des Ormes 
campsite is a perennial favourite of 
British families thanks to its location 
by landmark Mont St-Michel and its 
facilities. Overlooked by the owner’s 
château and set amid 400 acres of 
wooded parkland, it has a golf course, 
a lake, a horse riding school and an 
outside/indoor aquatic complex, with a 
wave pool. If you’re not so keen on 
camping, there’s also a hotel.
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
in a mobile home for five from 
£866 (eurocamp.co.uk). 
Take the ferry to St Malo

24 A villa on Corsica
The birthplace of Napoleon is a wild 
and rugged island daubed with forests 
and vineyards and fringed by 200 
beaches. Corsican cuisine is rich in 
seafood, rustic cured sausages and 
cheeses. Clearly, then, it’s a great place 
for a villa holiday, particularly in a place 
such as Canella. It sits on its own 
secluded section of shore, overlooking 
the transparent Tyrrhenian Sea, 
which is perfect for snorkelling or lazy 
morning dips.
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
for ten from £13,039 
(thethinkingtraveller.com). Fly to Ajaccio

25 Cévennes hike
In the late 19th century the novelist 
Robert Louis Stevenson found enough 
material in his 12-day crossing of the 
rugged Cévennes with his reluctant 
companion Modestine to write a whole 
book. Travels with a Donkey in the 
Cévennes was published in 1879, 
highlighting a route that has since 
become one of the top walking holidays 
in France: Le Chemin de Stevenson, or 
GR 70. The writer slept in a homemade 
sleeping bag, but you’ll stay in a selection 
of modest inns, swapping anecdotes with 
fellow hikers, en route from Le Monastir 
to St Jean du Gard.
Details Ten nights’ B&B from £1,118pp, 
including eight dinners and luggage 
transfers (walking-holidays-france.com). 
Fly to Lyons

26 Corsican cruise 
With all the elegance of a superyacht, 
Le Bellot cuts an unmistakable dash in 
Nice harbour. But this is a cruise ship 
with a difference — it has 118 staff for 
just 98 staterooms, and its late-summer 
itinerary is focused entirely on 
discovering authentic Corsica. It circles 
Napoleon’s island looking for pilot 
whales and abandoned fortresses, as 
well as dispatching passengers on Zodiac 
boats to land in spots such as the Gulf 
of Santa Manza, Cap de Roccapina, 
Pointe de la Parata and Calvi. There 
are also on-shore hikes accompanied by 
naturalist guides. 
Details Seven nights’ all-inclusive from 
£3,750pp (uk.ponant.com). Fly to Nice

27 Rural road trip 
The lure of the open road is strong in 
rural France. Pick up your hire car in 
Paris and head for Mont St-Michel, an 

Mont St-Michel in Normandy (27)
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Touraine, with a pool beside the château. 
Tents are available in late August.
Details Seven nights’ self-catering 
in a luxury tent for six from £867 
(lefrenchtime.co.uk). Take the train 
to Tours

31 Seaside mansion
Despite its name, little Montreuil sur 
Mer is a short distance inland from the 
fishing and ferry port of Boulogne — 

and lavish gardens, seen in 
Chenonceaux, Chinon, Villandry and 
the like. There are 800-odd châteaux 
along the river, 100 of which are open to 
the public. It’s a very rich diet, and there 
needs to be a good period of digestion in 
between. That’s where the cycle path 
comes in, and on a group itinerary from 
Tours to Angers you will visit a selection 
of châteaux and dip into riverside 
hamlets via sprawling vineyards.
Details Six nights’ B&B from 

£1,147pp, including bike hire, 
departing on August 21 

(theadventurepeople.com). 
Take the train to Tours

35 Luxe near 
Avignon
Given that it is located in the
Provençal hills between
Avignon (ancient seat of the

popes) and Aix (with its thermal
Roman baths), it’s hardly 

surprising that Le Pavillon de 
Galon in Cucuron has so much 

history. This 18th-century hunting 
pavilion-turned-B&B was built on the 
site of a Roman villa, surrounded by 
vineyards and orchards, with views of 
the Luberon national park. There are 
only three suites, but if you’re lucky 
enough to nab one you can bathe in the 
area’s thermal waters — in the heated 
infinity pool and the natural oases in the 
butterfly-rich gardens. 
Details Four nights’ B&B for two 
from £1,289 (welcomebeyond.com). 
Fly to Marseilles

32 Burgundy by barge
Northern Burgundy’s countryside is 
corduroyed with vineyards and dotted 
with villages, each seemingly with its 
own gastronomic speciality. Meander 
through it all on a hotel barge on the 
Yonne River, on a voyage from Moret 
sur Loing to Auxerre, ticking off Sens 
and its gothic cathedral en route. You’ll 
set off by day on one of the boat’s 
bicycles, and meet up again in the 
evening for dinner on deck. 
Details Seven nights’ full board from 
£1,390pp, including bike hire 
(utracks.com). Take the ferry to 
Calais

33 Stylish Alpine 
retreat
There’s nowhere quite like the 
Alps in summer, with their 
fresh air and verdant landscape. 
The smart resort of Megève 
is a stylish base, with hiking, 
climbing, fishing, paragliding, 
canyoning and rafting on the 
doorstep. After working up a sweat, rest 
in Les Fermes de Marie, traditional 
farmhouses that have been converted 
into luxury stays, with five acres of 
grounds, pools and a spa.
Details Four nights’ B&B from £898pp 
(fermesdemarie.com). Fly to Geneva

34 The Loire on wheels
Think of the châteaux of the Loire 
Valley and your mind will no doubt 
conjure up images of soaring turrets 

A pool at Terre Blanche (22)
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and in another world altogether. The 
cobbled town sits atop a forest-swaddled 
escarpment, wrapped in ramparts with 
a citadel where the locals stage annual 
performances of Les Misérables. It’s a 
sort of rural Montmartre, with views to 
the sea. Stay at Maison 76, a glorious 
18th-century mansion with a courtyard. 
Details Two nights’ B&B for two 
from £297 (maison76.com). 
Take the ferry to Calais


